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the evolution of classical instruments seems antithetical
to the age of computers. how can we get to the ultimate
sounds of string music with samplers or even traditional
digital synthesisers? the answer lies in the combination
of sampled and synthesized sounds, together with state-
of-the-art processing, and the famous eastwest studio
quality sound. with the eastwest symphony orchestra
gold complete virtual instrument, you can experience
what eastwest is all about: quality, performance and
sound. quantum leap solos by quantum leap percussion
is a collection of 8 sampling patches containing the 7
percussion instruments of quantum leap, including the
the tambourine, the cowbell, the snare drum, and the
congas. the sounds used in this library are a carefully
selected group of highly sampled analog sounds that
have been captured during the recording session. all
timbres used in this library are recorded in great detail.
they are provided through a 4-channel true stereo format
to sound even more realistic and stunning in your music.
with every beat of the drum, every breath, and every
nuance of attack, the drum sounds are rich in nuance,
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detail and authenticity. whether you' re looking for a
traditional drum sound or a fresh new kick, you' ll find it
in these high-quality drum samples. you will also find
exotic rhythms from all over the world and even a jazz
drum kit with tons of cymbal, ride and hi-hat sounds. six
sample library is the right keygen for a world class
professional symphony orchestra. great for leads,
cowbells, drums, guitars, piano, acoustic, electronic,
orchestral, and more. this set includes edb and a kontakt
format file.
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